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The Leather Couch L T
Publications
Rather than just a regular
book of protocols, The
Leatherman's Protocol
Handbook documents the
history of John D. Weal's
experiences with the socalled 'old guard'. It
contains details of all of
the protocols, positions
and hand signals and
deﬁnes the diﬀerence
between rituals, etiquette
and protocols. It also
contains details of past
ceremonies, discusses the
hierarchy that once
existed between various
leather organisations and
more.
The Bear Book Alyson
Books
Winner of the 2021
AASECT Book Award! The
Leather Couch provides a
comprehensive overview
of the BDSM and kink
community and guides
clinicians on how to meet
the unique relational and
mental health needs of its
members. The text oﬀers
a 101-style introduction to
BDSM before delving into
topics ranging from
intersectionality within
the kink community, to
conducting a kinkaﬃrming risk assessment
and how to discern
between domestic
violence and consensual
power-exchange. The

author explores
diﬀerential diagnoses and
clinical concerns that are
relevant to health care
providers, including social
workers and therapists as
well as primary care
physicians and sex
educators. Interwoven
throughout with realworld case studies, each
chapter presents practical
suggestions, tools, and
handouts the reader can
use to inform their
practice and serve clients
in ways that meet the
needs of each individual,
couple, or partnership.
Written in a
conversational, accessible
style for clinicians and
members of the BDSM
community alike, The
Leather Couch is the go-to
resource for any mental
health professional or
educator looking to
transform their practice
from kink aware to kink
aﬃrming.
The Leatherboy Handbook
Nazca Plains Corporation
The Leatherman's
HandbookL.T. Publications
Theory and Therapy
Masquerade Books
In celebration of the more
than a decade of success
of The Complete
leatherboy Handbook,
Vince Andrews has
focused his experience
and insight on a new
handbook. Now he takes
on the challenge of

introducing the reader to
the greater world of
Leather sexuality: gay and
straight, male and female,
D/s and S/M and Kink.
Andrews explores the
diﬀerences that make the
greater Leather
community so diverse and
colorful, as well as the
commonalities that have
brought these groups
together.With the same
experience-based clarity
and objective perspective
he has brought to his
previous work, Andrews
explores the histories of
the various groups that
form Leather culture, and
how those groups have
intersected throughout
the 20th century - and
how they are growing into
the 21st century. This
book gives the reader
historical background and
a clear understanding of
what makes up modern
Leather culture: thought,
art, ritual, fashion, public
ﬁgures, legislation, and
literature.The Leather &
BDSM Handbook is
designed to provide a
foundational
understanding of the
Leather culture to help
not only newcomers to
the scene, but also
experienced Leatherfolk
who are adjusting to the
Leather community's
growth and development
in new directions.
Andrews's work gives you
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the depth of
understanding of the
Leather world and its
history to enable you to
be comfortable
communicating your own
thoughts and views to
others within the culture.
Essentially, it provides the
tools, insight, and
understanding you will
need to succeed in the
world of Leather.
My Mentor, My Guide
Daedalus Publishing
A Guide for the Curious
Outsider and the
Serious,Player,A How-To
book with expert advice
on S/M,
bondagedominance,
submission, fantasy, roleplayingsensual physical
stimulation, and fetish.
The Second Coming
Greenery Press (CA)
Following the phenomenal
success of the original
Leatherman's Handbook,
this sequel was written
from a new perspective a
decade later. The
Leather/SM Community
has matured over the
intervening years, as has
the author. Some
attitudes have changed
and some of the more
popular pleasures have
evolved into diﬀerent
forms. This new book
addresses these changes,
explains them and
provides the ﬁrst ever
statistical survey of the
scene.

Macho Sluts Daedalus
Publishing
The idea of humans
taking on the persona of
animals for rituals and for
pleasure dates back
thousands of years. There
are many subcultures in
the world today that have
been enjoying taking on
the persona of human
pets for decades in this
country, just behind the
scenes of what society
accepts. In the past 10-15
years, there has been a
human-puppy revolution
happening. While it was
ﬁrst overtly noticeable in
the deeply sexual, gay
leather community,
people from every walk of
life are deriving pleasure
from letting go of the
cares of this world and
taking on the care-free
persona of an animal.
Within the past several
years, the concept has
even made its way into
prime-time TV, although
generally with a negative
connotation. This book
takes an in-depth look at
the human puppy
movement over the past
decade. After a cursory
look at history, the author
deﬁnes the movement as
it is happening today, and
oﬀers observations and
advice to those who are
learning what human pup
play is all about. Included
in the discussed topics are
pup roles, mosh etiquette,
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leather relationships, and
puppy competitions. A
unique characteristic of
this book is that the
author also takes time to
delve into the art of
handling the human pet;
giving advice and tips for
those who are not human
pets, but love them. A
lengthy section is devoted
to the role of the
Trainer/Handler and how
they relate to the puppies
in social settings, group
interactions, and training
situations.
SM 101 Springer Science
& Business Media
The highly regarded,
comprehensive
introduction ot,consensual
SM - bondage, giving and
receiving,pain, roleplaying, negotiation,
ﬁnding partners,and
more. Revised, updated
and expanded,including a
new chapter on SM
Organisations,sections on
knifeplay, lifestyle
relationships,
SM,pregnancy and more,
and illustrations of
key,points.
The Leatherman's
Handbook Daedalus
Publishing
A subculture of gay men
participate in a radical
form of sexuality and
community known as
leather. Through intimate
forms of encounter, using
such tools as painpleasure, bondage, and
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role-play, leather can
bring a shift of
conciousness and a new
vision of the self. This
innovative book pioneered
in sensitively exploring
and celebrating
leathersexuality. As
relevant today as when it
was written 20 years ago,
Urban Aboriginals is an
intimate view of the gay
male leather community.
Within its pages, author
Geoﬀ Mains explores the
spritual, sexual,
emotional, cultural and
physiological aspects that
make this scene one of
the most prominent yet
misunderstood
subcultures in our society.
Geoﬀ Mains was a sweet,
intelligent, articulate, and
wonderful man who cared
passionately about the
leather community. He
wanted to make sure that
its accomplishments
would be remembered
and its wild beauty
understood. Urban
Aboriginals resulted from
his love and is an
enduring part of his
legacy. It is a unique
cultural study, and a
priceless document of a
now vanished time.
Run, Little Leather Boy
Daedalus Publishing
Larry Townsend's ﬁrst
handbook was an
immediate cult classic
upon its release in 1972.
Its publication was the

ﬁrst step to bringing gay
`leathersex' out into the
open. Presented here in a
completely revised and
updated edition, this is
still the most authoritative
work in the ﬁeld and is
sought after by beginner
and advanced
practitioners alike.
Gay San Francisco
Routledge
This is the third edition of
The leatherboy Handbook.
Now with over 100 pages
of new and expanded
content from the previous
editions. Re-written to be
gender-neutral, with
updated advice and
suggestions, this
leatherboy handbook is
sure to be worth getting
an updated copy for any
leatherboy library.To go
from an unsure "leatherinterested person" to a
fully evolved leatherboy is
one of the hardest things
a person can do in life. For
some, you are coming out
for the second time. But
that is not the end of the
journey for many people.
The quest is neverending, and the road is
full of strange things,
places, and lots of
questions. In many cases,
the road forks, and we
take turns that could
ultimately lead to a happy
or horrible situation. This
book will discuss the
history surrounding the
leather world, with newly

added leatherboy-speciﬁc
history. Even though this
book was originally
written from a gay
perspective, please do not
assume it can beneﬁt only
gay males. Sexual gender
has NOTHING to do with
being a leatherboy - as
you will learn in this book,
the same lessons apply to
sexual orientation. Mind
you, some dynamics may
be altered, but the rules
and reasons remain the
same. This book will give
you the tools and insight
into the alternative sexual
world of the leatherboy
and the pointers you will
need to succeed. For
those interested in
content about being a
Dominant and still
provides this continued
insight into leatherboys or
submissives, we
recommend you get a
copy of The Leather and
BDSM Handbook by Vince
Andrews. This book was
primarily designed for
leatherboys and
submissives.
The Bondage Photos of
Tom "Ropes" McGurk
Adynaton Publishing
Every year the few
hundred members of the
Committees, Task Forces,
and Councils of the
American Psychiatric
Association meet in
Washington, D.C. to
conduct their business.
They deliberate on a wide
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variety of issues
encompassed in the
activities of each group.
The psychiatrists
constituting this mixed
and somewhat elite group
include some of the
better-known and
promising people in the
profession, which makes
the plenary session and
cocktail party good
occasions to meet old
friends and to make new
ones. Several years ago
one of us (N.B.L.)
attended this gathering as
a member of a soon-to-be
defunct group, the
Committee Liaison with
the American College of
Physicians, and met Ann
Chappell, a member of
the Task Force on
Women. We were soon
joined by Richard Grant.
Ann impressed us with the
work her group was doing
on issues surrounding the
Women's Movement as it
relates to patients and the
changing roles of the
early 1970s. She was
struck by the fact that
although some women
had been very active in
this endeavor, nobody in
Ameri can psychiatry was
addressing issues which
are arising in men as a
result of the changing
roles of women in society.
Dick and Norm were
moved by what she said
and decided that they
would make an eﬀort to

gather together people
interested in the issue of
the changing roles of
males in society at the
oncoming meeting of the
American Psychiatric
Association.
The Life and Times of the
Legendary Larry
Townsend The Nazca
Plains Corporation
Since its publication a
decade ago, this Lambda
Literary Award-nominated
book has become a
classic, must-read book
on human sexuality and
identity. Widely cited as
being among the most
useful books of its kind,
this co-gender anthology
is both historical witness
to and provocative
treatise on this unique
and often misunderstood
subculture. The diverse
contributors look at the
history of the gay and
lesbian underground, how
radical sex practice
relates to their spirituality,
and what S/M means to
them personally.
Clinical Practice with
Kinky Clients L T
Publications
Expanding upon his
original now out-of-print
work, “The leatherboy
Handbook,” and including
even more of his own
experiences in the leather
community as well as
some of the best source
material available,
Vincent Andrews has
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created a wonderful
resource for anyone
interested in the
“leatherboy subculture”
that many believe will
become the “companion”
volume to Larry
Townsend’s seminal work,
The Leatherman’s
Handbook.
The Heart of Dominance
Alyson Books
Stalked tells the highly
erotic story of two men,
one a handsome young
actor on his way to
stardom; the other a loser
whose obsessive
attraction turns him into a
vicious, merciless killer, a
stalker whose
megalomania eventually
overcomes ever other
facet of his being. In the
end, his victim is forced to
make a truly dreadful
decision. Along the way,
we see the authors skill,
and his knowledge of
human behavior
permitting him to give us
a twisted, convoluted plot
that keeps the reader
turning the pages, unable
to break the spell that
forces him to identify ﬁrst
with the bright optimistic
prospects of victim, then
with the dark and
menacing dissolution of
the killers psyche. His
obsessive drive threatens
to leap free of the printed
word and to work its will
upon the unsuspecting
observer.
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The Leatherman's
Handbook Badboy
A Handbook of Erotic
Dominance,Examines
various issues of erotic
dominance,including SM,
safety, sex, erotic
powertechniques and
more.
The Master's Manual
Alyson Books
The Heart of Dominance is
a how-to guide to the
concepts and skills at the
heart of consensual
dominance. If you are new
to dominance, still
ﬁguring out just what it's
all about or what you
want it to mean to you,
then this book will provide
you with a solid
foundation from which to
start. If you already
practice dominance and
are interested in

improving your ability to
create deep and lasting
power dynamics then
you'll ﬁnd many advanced
concepts and concrete
techniques to integrate
into your own personal
style. If you have an
interest in the bedrock
principles of inspiring,
deepening, maintaining
and enjoying control over
a person who dearly,
desperately wants you to
control them, then this
book is for you.
A Celebration of
Leathersexuality
Routledge
The ﬁeld of lesbian S/M
erotica has no equal to
the bestselling author and
cult icon Pat Caliﬁa. Now
she and author/activist
Robin Sweeney have

compiled the deﬁnitive
readers for anyone
interested in the cutting
edge of radical sexuality,
with ﬁction and nonﬁction
from the leasing writers of
erotica.
The SM/leather/fetish
Erotic Style : Issues,
Commentaries, and
Advice Richard Kasak
Books
Auteur schreef 12 jaar
columns voor leer- en SMliefhebbers in het blad
`Drummer'. Dit is een
collectie van openlijke
vragen en antwoorden uit
deze columns.
Leatherman's Handbook L
T Publications
A special twenty-ﬁfth
anniversary edition of this
ground-breaking guide to
the gay leather
underground.
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